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Progress in diagnosing and
treating thyroid squamous cell
carcinoma under the 5th edition
of WHO classification
Wei Ding, Xiaofan Gao* and Xuan Ran

Department of Thyroid Surgery, The Second Hospital of Jilin University, Changchun, China
Squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid (SCCT) is a rare thyroid gland

malignancy, with only a few hundred cases reported in the literature, mostly as

case reports or small sample studies. In the previous WHO classification,

squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid was defined as a carcinoma

composed entirely of squamous cells without differentiated carcinoma

components. It was once included in the WHO tumor classification separately.

However, the 2022 WHO classification of squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid was reclassified as a morphologic subtype of anaplastic thyroid

carcinoma (ATC). The squamous cell carcinoma pattern is similar to the other

histologic types of ATC, but the phenotype associated has a poorer prognosis.

The typical clinical manifestation of this condition is a cervical mass,

accompanied by indications and symptoms of compression on adjacent

structures such as the esophagus and trachea in advanced stages. Secondary

squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid may occur due to the spread of

squamous carcinoma of the larynx or esophagus or distant metastases from

other sites. Diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid includes neck

Ultrasound (US), Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(MRI), puncture tissue biopsy, and full endoscopy to identify metastatic lesions

from the nasopharynx, oropharynx, hypopharynx, larynx, esophagus, or bronchi

and to help with the initial staging of the tumor. Current treatment modalities

include surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or a combination. Because of the

poor prognosis of patients with this disease, the short survival period, usually less

than one year, and the difficulty of preoperative diagnosis, this article reviews the

epidemiological features, origin, clinical features, pathological features, and

differential diagnosis to improve the diagnosis and treatment of this disease

by clinicians.
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1 Introduction

Squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid (SCCT) is a rare

malignant tumor of the thyroid, including primary squamous cell

carcinoma of the thyroid (PSCCT) and secondary squamous cell

carcinoma of the thyroid (SSCCT). In 1988, the World Health

Organization (WHO) classified squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid as other cancers in the category of malignant epithelial

neoplasms in the 2nd edition of the histologic typing of thyroid

tumors. In the 3rd edition of the WHO classification of tumors,

published in 2004, squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid became

a separate entity of thyroid tumors for the first time. In the 4th

edition of the WHO classification of endocrine tumors, SCCT

differs from thyroid cancer (1). However, in 2022, the 5th edition

of the WHO classification of thyroid tumors classified it as a

subtype of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) (2–4).

SCCT is classified as a subtype of ATC for the following reasons

(3). Firstly, their clinical manifestations are similar. Squamous cell

carcinoma, with or without a differentiated thyroid cancer

component, also has a prognosis comparable to ATC. Besides,

molecular analysis shows ATC often has a BRAF V600E mutation

associated with a history of papillary thyroid or other differentiated

thyroid cancer (4, 5). At the same time, most SCCT carry the BRAF

V600E mutation and exhibit TTF1 and PAX8 immune expression,

demonstrating the origin of follicular cells. Studies have shown

these SCCT expressed PAX8 (6) and TTF1 (7) in 91% and 38% of

cases, respectively, confirming their follicular cell origin. Lam (8)

found that half of SCCT cases had p53 overexpression. The

frequency of overexpression was similar to that of ATC. BRAF,

RAS, TERT promoter, and P53 were detected in 45%, 24%, 75%,

and 63% of ATCs, respectively. In addition, SCCT can appear with

well-differentiated thyroid cancers; pure squamous cell carcinomas

not accompanied by differentiated thyroid carcinomas often have

genetic alterations in the MAPK pathway that resemble thyroid

follicular cell-derived carcinomas (8).

Early diagnosis is challenging due to the lack of clinical features,

and it is also difficult to distinguish from other thyroid

malignancies. The SCCT can develop extensive local infiltration

and metastasis in the early stage. A common clinical feature in the

late phase is tumor compression leading to compression of the

esophagus and trachea, such as dysphagia and dyspnea. The course

of the disease is very aggressive, and the prognosis is poor. There is

no suitable treatment method for this disease, and the accepted

treatment method is a comprehensive treatment based on

surgical resection.
2 Epidemiology and incidence

SCCT is more common in older women, and most SCCT

patients are about 50-60 years old (9, 10). The female-to-male

ratio is 1.37-2.5 (11). The median age of ATC diagnosis is 68 years,

and the female-to-male ratio is 1.2:1, comparable to that of SCCT.

Because of the low incidence of the disease, primarily sporadic

cases, its geographical distribution has not been studied. A review of
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117 SCCT cases showed that 48% (n=56) of the cases were reported

in Asia, most of which were reported in Japan. Other patients

reported about the same in the United States (27%; n=32) (mainly

in the United States) and Europe (25%; n=29) (mainly in the UK)

(1). A study also concluded that geographical location was not a

prognostic factor (10). PSCCT is an extremely rare thyroid

malignancy, accounting for less than 1% of all thyroid

malignancies (12). So far, only hundreds of cases have been

reported, but some autopsy studies suggest that its incidence is

not low, accounting for 28.4% of thyroid cancer. Possible reasons

for the rarity of PSCCT in clinical practice are as follows:
(1) It is included in other types of thyroid cancer, such as

poorly differentiated carcinoma;

(2) The patient dies without diagnosis or treatment and has a

concise clinical course;

(3) It may manifest a different stage of thyroid cancer, such as

papillary thyroid carcinoma transforming into squamous

carcinoma that is diagnosed and treated.
SSCCTs occur in 1.2% to 24% of cases (13) and are rare because:
(1) The rapid flow of arterial blood prevents the adhesion of

tumor cells (9, 14);

(2) The presence of iodine in the thyroid inhibits the

proliferation of tumor cells (15, 16).
In contrast with PSCCT, SSCCT is a much rarer and more

aggressive malignancy with a much lower incidence. Its diagnosis is

complicated by the need to exclude other tumors, making SSCCT

rarely diagnosed in the clinic for the first time. So, it is often

clinically and pathologically misidentified as PSCCT (17).
3 Origin

Since the thyroid gland does not have a squamous epithelial

component in its anatomy, the cause and the source of squamous

cell carcinoma of the thyroid remain highly controversial. There are

three theories of the origin of primary squamous cell carcinoma of

the thyroid (10).
(1) Squamous epithelial metaplasia theory. The theory suggests

that the thyroid gland is stimulated by various pathological

conditions, such as inflammation, adenoma, papillary

carcinoma, etc., and the follicular epithelial cells of the

thyroid gland over-proliferate and develop squamous

epithelial metaplasia, which can eventually lead to

squamous cell carcinoma when the squamous cells

continue to transform. Patients with SCCT may have a

long history of hyperthyroidism and goiter. Pathology

shows localized squamous epithelial hyperplasia,

suggesting that benign thyroid lesions may also cause

squamous epithelial hyperplasia. Giuseppe (18) reports a

case of mixed squamous cell carcinoma and thyroid
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follicular carcinoma. Kallel (19) reported a case of SCCT

coexisting with papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, whose pathology showed areas of

squamous metaplasia in the region of chronic Hashimoto’s

thyroiditis, while the hypercellular variant of papillary

carcinoma was located away from the SCCT; therefore,

the origin of SCCT in this patient was most likely a

transformation of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis with an

intermediate metaplasia stage.

(2) The residual embryonic theory. Goldberg and Harvey first

proposed it (20). They suggested that during embryonic

development, the residual squamous epithelial cells of the

thyroglossal duct associated with the developing thyroid

tissue metastasize into or on the surface of the glandular

parenchyma and deteriorate into squamous cell carcinoma.

During the fourth week of embryonic development, the

thyroid initiation base (thyroglossal duct) descends and

develops into the thyroid gland at the thyroid cartilage. This

duct degenerates and disappears by the sixth week of

embryonic development. If the degeneration of the

thyroglossal duct is incomplete, the remaining epithelium

may form a thyroglossal cyst (21). Some scholars analyzed

the tissue of thyroglossal duct cysts in 88 patients and found

that the epithelium of the cyst wall was squamous epithelial

cells in 13 of them. However, some scholars have objected

that the lowest part of the thyroglossal duct forms the

thyroid gland’s cone lobe. If these squamous cells cause

malignancy, then squamous cell carcinoma will appear in

the cone lobe of the thyroid gland. However, most clinical

cases of primary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid

originate in the lateral lobes of the thyroid.

(3) Dedifferentiation of thyroid cancer. Primary squamous cell

carcinoma of the thyroid may be a manifestation of

different stages in thyroid adenocarcinoma (22). Chen Jun

et al. (23) reported a patient with papillary carcinoma who

was followed for ten years and underwent multiple

surgeries. The postoperative pathology showed a

progression from papillary carcinoma to papillary

carcinoma with squamous transformation and then to

squamous carcinoma. The progression from papillary

carcinoma to squamous carcinoma was long, lasting nine

years. In contrast, the progression from squamous cell

metaplasia to squamous carcinoma was very rapid, lasting

only one year, so it is assumed that squamous metaplasia

can be considered a source of squamous thyroid carcinoma.

Wiseman et al. found that (24) thyroid tumor cells can

transform at the genetic level. For example, papillary

carcinoma cells can transform into undifferentiated

carcinoma cells. Alina Basnet et al. detected (25)

mutations in the BRAF gene in a specimen associated

with a patient with high cellular variant (TCV) papillary

carcinoma that exhibited squamous transformation years

later. All this evidence supports that squamous cell
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carcinoma of the thyroid originates from the dedifferentiation of

other malignant thyroid tumors.

Genetic alterations in SCC include early and late molecular

events, with early driver events mainly being RAS and BRAF

mutations and RAS mutations associated with papillary

carcinoma progression to hypo-fractionated carcinoma (26). Late

changes mainly include TP53 and TERT promoter mutations,

dysregulation of genes involved in the cell cycle, chromatin

remodeling, histone modifications, and DNA mismatch repair

(27). Morphologically, the development of SCC is also a multistep

process. First, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), followed by loss of

chromosome 3p and 9p21 regions, follows. This LOH and

hypermethylation effectively inactivate the p16 gene, an inhibitor

of cyclin-dependent kinases.

The above process allows a shift from typical squamous cell

structure to histological atypia.

Second, an LOH at the 17p locus, accompanied by tumor

suppressor gene p53 mutations, promotes cellular dysplasia.

Finally, deletion of 4q, 6p, 8p, 11q, 13q and 14q eventually leads

to overexpression of the cyclin D1 gene (located at 11q13). This

activates the cell cycle process, ostensibly leading to the

development of squamous cell carcinoma (28).

Secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid mostly

comes from direct invasions of adjacent organs in the neck, such

as the larynx, pharynx, esophagus, trachea, soft tissue, or

mediastinum. Or from metastasis to other distant organs, such

as the kidneys, uterus (29), gastrointestinal tract, colorectum, skin,

bone marrow, prostate, and hematologic tumors. However, the

cell type of SSCCT is more commonly seen as a direct extension of

the larynx and pharynx (30). Therefore, in any patient with a

known history of tumors, one should be alert to the potential risk

of metastasis when a new thyroid mass is present. The location of

the mass may provide a guide to the location of the primary

tumor (15).
4 Clinical signs

Most patients present with neck swelling with or without

hoarseness. Neck swelling is the most common complaint of

patients, which may be caused by rapid tumor growth. Due to the

highly aggressive nature of primary squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid, rapidly enlarging neck masses invade the muscles, soft

tissues, and blood vessels of the neck, resulting in neck pain (31).

The tumor invades the trachea and esophagus, causing difficulty in

breathing and swallowing, and compresses or invades the recurrent

laryngeal nerve, causing hoarseness. Some patients also have

cervical lymph node metastases.

Secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid gland is

associated with other symptoms due to the primary tumor, such as

cough and weight loss, in addition to the manifestations mentioned

above. Once diagnosing metastasis, the clinician must look for the

primary tumor.
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The likely primary site can be determined by reviewing the

patient’s medical history and physical examination, but a whole-

body exam may also be required (15).
5 Diagnostics

Squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid is highly aggressive and

has a very different prognosis from common malignant tumors of

the thyroid gland. Early and definitive diagnosis is essential to

reduce the mortality rate of patients. The diagnosis requires a

combination of clinical symptoms, imaging, pathology, and

immunohistochemistry to confirm the diagnosis. Before

diagnosing primary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid,

secondary involvement of the thyroid, primary squamous cell

carcinoma of adjacent structures, and metastases to the head and

neck, chest, upper gastrointestinal tract, and pelvis must be

excluded (32). A complete endoscopic examination should be

performed to exclude primary lesions in the nasopharynx,

oropharynx, hypopharynx, larynx, esophagus, or bronchi and to

help with the initial staging of the tumor.
5.1 Laboratory tests

Laboratory tests are not specific for patients with squamous cell

carcinoma of the thyroid. However, calcitonin can exclude

medullary thyroid carcinoma to some extent. The thyroid

function indexes may be thyrotoxicosis or hypothyroidism due to

the different damage degree of metastasis to the thyroid gland. In

the Ou (33) study, 8 out of 12 patients had higher than normal

thyroglobulin levels. Three of the seven patients had higher than

average levels of CA199, and three had higher than normal levels of

squamous cell carcinoma antigen. As patients relapsed, squamous

cell carcinoma antigen levels increased. The squamous cell
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carcinoma antigen level of 1 patient was standard at the first

diagnosis. Still, it showed an elevated trend when it recurred,

which may provide a new clinical indicator for postoperative

review and recurrence detection of PSCTC patients.
5.2 Imaging examination

Ultrasonography is one of the preferred methods for clinical

diagnosis of thyroid disorders. The test is simple and cost-effective,

but because of the low incidence of squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid, there are few clinical studies targeting ultrasound

technology for diagnosing squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid, which has no specific ultrasound imaging features. Its

features are similar to other thyroid malignancies. Most of the

nodules were large. A study (33) found that 48.5% of the tumors had

a maximum diameter ≥50mm (13 cases in total), and the average

tumor size was 51.5mm, which was consistent with the symptoms

of the rapid growth of the neck mass accompanied by compression.

The nodules have irregular shapes and unclear boundaries under

ultrasound, all of which are solid mixed echoes of different degrees,

mixed with a variety of high echo, shallow echo areas, and irregular

vertical striation attenuation zones, indicating that the tumor

growth rate is too fast, the occurrence of liquefaction and necrosis

within the tumor or the aggregation of tumor cells (34, 35). Most

approach or break through the thyroid envelope (Figure 1D).

Regarding calcification, some patients had a few trace

calcifications, eggshell-like calcifications, or discontinuous circular

calcifications within the mass (38) (Figures 1A–C). The calcification

may be dedifferentiated from differentiated thyroid carcinoma

(papillary carcinoma) since fine-grained calcification is a

characteristic manifestation of differentiated thyroid carcinoma

(papillary carcinoma). Some patients do not show significant

calcification. Regarding blood flow, the nodal Adler flow grading

is concentrated in grades 2 to 3, and the flow index is between 0.7
A B D

E F G H

C

FIGURE 1

US, CT, and MRI images of SCCT. (A) (US) Eggshell-shaped calcification on the surface of the nodule; internal echoes are unavailable (33); (B) (US)
Ring-shaped calcifications within the nodule (33); (C) (US) Punctate calcification within the nodule (33); (D) (US) Hypoechoic nodule with unclear
borders, breaking through the thyroid peritoneum and invading the surrounding tissue (33); (E) (CT) Uneven moderate enhancement of the nodules,
the esophagus and trachea were compressed and displaced, and the boundary was unclear; (F) (CT) The mass compresses and infiltrates the trachea
and surrounding soft tissues (36); (G) (CT) Partial necrosis of the mass in the left lobe of the thyroid infiltrating adjacent skin and trachea (31);
(H) (MRI) Uneven enhancement of the left lobe of the thyroid, with unclear boundaries with the esophagus, trachea, and left common carotid
artery (37).
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and 0.9 (39). Approximately 20% of lesions in the SSCCT patients

were scattered hyperechoic, and 40% of lesions had blood flow

signals. Thyroid diffuse metastasis could also be seen in 7% of

PSCCT patients and 20% of SSCCT patients.

CT and MRI are better than ultrasound for demonstrating

thyroid tumors and their relationship to surrounding tissues and

can show retrosternal lesions (40). It can also evaluate the adjacent

larynx and trachea to identify migration, luminal narrowing, and

invasion (41) (Figures 1E–H).

Computed tomography scans of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis are

helpful to rule out secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid as

the primary source. Primary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid

usually tends to envelop the esophagus rather than invade it, leaving a

fatty plane between the tumor and the esophagus, which helps to

confirm that cancer originated in the thyroid rather than the esophagus

itself (32, 42). Multiple nodules more often characterize the metastatic

disease. In patients with a known primary tumor, this should raise a

strong suspicion of metastatic disease.
5.3 Fine needle aspiration

Fine needle aspiration has proven to be a safe, minimally

invasive, accurate, and cost-effective adjunctive diagnostic

technique over the past few decades (43). The 2015 ATA

guidelines for managing adults with thyroid nodules and

differentiated thyroid cancer consider fine needle aspiration

biopsy of the thyroid to be the most accurate and cost-effective

method for evaluating thyroid nodules, with a recommendation

level of solid recommendation and high-quality evidence (44).

Macroscopically, primary squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid usually involves one or both lobes of the thyroid gland; in

contrast, secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid is

typically multifocal. Therefore, multiple punctures should be

considered for characterization when metastatic malignant

thyroid tumors are highly suspected, and repeat punctures may

be an option when the results are inconclusive at one time (45, 46).

Although pathological diagnosis is the gold standard for the

diagnosis of squamous thyroid cancer, it should be noted that

needle aspiration cytology cannot be used as a standard for the

diagnosis of primary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid for the

following reasons:
Fron
(1) First, the needle prick tissue is small, and the cytologic

features are challenging to identify metastatic squamous

cell carcinoma and squamous metaplasia of papillary

thyroid carcinoma.

(2) Second, as mentioned previously, primary squamous cell

carcinoma of the thyroid may manifest in different periods

in thyroid adenocarcinoma.

(3) Third, solid tumors have significant heterogeneity, such as

temporal, spatial, and inter-tumor heterogeneity. The

structural components of tumors are constantly changing,

and the composition of different regions within the

cancer varies.
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(4) Fourth, it has been speculated that cancer cells may be

firmly anchored within the tumor through fibrotic and

interstitial proliferative responses and, therefore, not

detected by FNA. Sti l l , the prevalence of this

phenomenon has yet to be determined (45, 47).
In cases where only fine-needle aspiration is performed, the

diagnosis is often mistaken for other types of thyroid cancer, such as

papillary carcinoma. It is difficult to make a definitive diagnosis because

of the small number of cellular specimens obtained. Multiple punctures

or coarse needle aspiration and immunohistochemistry are required to

aid in the diagnosis. In a meta-analysis, Jae Keun Cho (48)concluded

that the positive predictive value of FNAC for PSCCTmay be less than

0.33 (28, 36, 45). and that FNAC is misdiagnosed as papillary thyroid

carcinoma or non-diagnostic lesions in more than 50% of patients with

PSCCT (15).
5.4 Pathological examination

Squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid gland is locally nodular

under the naked eye, with a hard texture, grayish-white cut surface,

and partially fibrotic. Microscopically, the tumor cells were

arranged in a nested pattern, and the typical morphological

changes of squamous carcinomas, such as intercellular bridges,

keratinized beads, and single-cell keratinization, could be seen (49)

(Figures 2A, B). Peripheral nerves and lymphatic vessel infiltration

are sometimes seen (Figures 2C, D). Primary thyroid gland tumors

are easily distinguished from secondary tumors pathologically. If

this is difficult, immunohistochemistry may be added.

Typical positive stains (28, 52) are keratin (especially CK7 and

CK19), thyroglobulin, TTF-1, p53, and Ki-67; specific negative

stains are CK20 and calcitonin (Figures 2E–L).

The expression pattern of cytokeratin differs in carcinomas of

different organs and also varies with tumor differentiation (55, 56).

CK19 has been reported to be strongly positive in primary squamous

cell carcinoma of the thyroid but negative for CK1,4,10/13, and 20.

TTF-1 is a nuclear protein that regulates thyroid transcriptional

activity. TTF-1 nuclear staining is positive in proliferative and neoplastic

thyroid tissue, but immunoreactivity is less common in undifferentiated

thyroid cancer. Focal TTF-1 and CK7 positivity support the possibility

that the tumor cells are primary thyroid squamous cell carcinoma rather

than extrathyroidal (e.g., laryngeal or oropharyngeal) origin. p53 is a

17p13 tumor suppressor gene and produces phosphorylated nuclear

proteins involved in transcriptional regulation. The presence of p53 in

5% of nuclei is considered a positive result. p53 mutations are usually

absent in highly differentiated thyroid cancers but are frequently seen in

mesenchymal thyroid cancers (50 - 80%) and less regularly in poorly

differentiated thyroid cancers. p53 overexpression is an indicator of poor

differentiation (55). Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze TP53 gene

mutations in tumor tissues of these patients, and the mutation

frequency was as high as 42% (57). P63 is a transcription factor of

the p53 gene family, and P63 has been widely used as a lineage marker

for squamous cell carcinoma. Yan’s study showed 100% (4/4) positive

expression (11). However, the sample size of this study is small, and the

experiment can be generalized only after a large number of samples. The
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positive expression of p63 in thyroid tumors is not limited to squamous

carcinoma. Tan (58) reported that p63 was expressed in 41.2% of

thyroid papillary carcinoma, 28.6% of follicular carcinoma, and 66.7% of

follicular adenoma.

Ki-67 is an unstable non-histone nuclear protein expressed in the

cell cycle’s G1, S, G2, and M phases. It is rapidly catabolized at the M

phase’s end and undetectable in the G0 and early G1 phases. Ki-67 is a

cell proliferation marker interpreted as positive by the percent

reactivity index.

Both p53 and Ki-67 staining at 30% supported tumor proliferation,

not just squamous chemotaxis processes (28). The p53 and Ki-67

staining was associated with poorly differentiated thyroid cancer and

risk of postoperative local recurrence and may also be a predictor of

poor prognosis in squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid.

PAX-8 is a transcription factor expressed in normal or tumor

thyroid follicular epithelial cells and is present in 80% of

mesenchymal thyroid cancers (ATCs). However, PAX-8 is rarely

expressed in lung, pharyngeal, thymic, or cutaneous SCCs. Suzuki

(53) et al. evaluated the expression of PAX-8 in a variety of thyroid

adenocarcinomas (PTC, ATCs, mucinous epidermal carcinoma,

PSSCCT) as well as uterine, esophageal, and lung SCCs. They

found that 90.9% of thyroid SCCs expressed PAX-8, whereas

extra-thyroidal sites of Vatsyayanet et al. studied 32 cases of head

and neck SCC metastasizing to the thyroid. The histopathological

features of these cases were similar to PSCCT but were harmful to

PAX-8. Thus, PAX-8 (50) is a vital biomarker and has excellent

value in differentiating primary squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid from metastatic squamous cell carcinoma. Positive PAX-8
Frontiers in Endocrinology 06
usually suggests PSCCT, whereas negative results suggest metastatic

SCC from other sites (15, 53, 59).
5.5 Differential diagnosis

Undifferentiated thyroid carcinoma is expected in seniors, with

high malignancy, rapid development, and aggressive tumor, and

patients often have obvious invasive and compressive symptoms.

The histomorphology consists of spindle, polymorphic giant, and

epithelial-like cells, with apparent cell heterogeneity, nuclear

schizophrenia, and necrosis. Immunohistochemical markers were

negative for CD5 and positive for TG and TTF1. The tumor cells

can express epithelial markers such as CK and EMA but not thyroid

antigens such as TG.

Thymus-like differentiation carcinoma showing thymus-like

differentiation (CASTLE) is a rare tumor with slow growth and a

good prognosis (60). Thymus-like differentiation occurs in adults and

offers a lobular growth pattern similar to lymphoepithelioma (61).

PSCCT and CASTLE show central metaplasia with squamous

differentiation and distinct cell borders. However, CASTLE stains

positive for CD5, while PSCCTmainly does not express positivity (62).
6 Therapy

There is no acknowledged, accepted treatment for squamous

thyroid cancer, and the generally accepted treatment plan is surgery
A B D

E F G

I

H

J K L

C

FIGURE 2

Pathological images of SCCT. (A) At low magnification, the cancerous tissues are in the form of striated, nested, and sheet-like structures, closely
arranged, with deeply stained nuclei and numerous nuclear schizophrenic images, ×100 (9); (B) at high magnification, the formation of keratinized
beads, highly stained nuclei, eosinophilic nucleoli and abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm can be seen, ×400 (9); (C) perineural invasion (50);
(D) lymphovascular invasion (50); (E) CK19 (+) (9); (F) Ki-67 proliferation index of about 30% (9); (G) TTF1 (+) (16); (H) P63 (+) (51); (I) CK5/6 (+) (52);
(J) TG (+) (52); (K) PAX8 is moderately positive (53); (L) p40 (+) (54).
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followed by local radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Since most patients

have locally advanced diseases at the time of discovery and radical

resection is impossible, this disease emphasizes early detection,

diagnosis, and treatment. Improving the examination at an early

stage, assessing whether there is distant metastasis and airway

obstruction, and performing adequate identification of whether it is

metastasis in the case of neighboring organs considered to be tumors

requires a complete examination, multidisciplinary discussion, and

formulation of the individualized treatment plan (31).

Surgical treatment remains the primary treatment modality for

this disease (63). In surgical treatment, a tiny percentage of patients

have relatively small tumors at the time of discovery, and there is a

chance of complete surgical resection of the tumor. However,

because squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid gland is highly

infiltrative and has a deeper degree of infiltration, it is crucial to

ensure the extent of surgical resection as much as possible and

remove the primary foci and the invaded part of the metastases.

Intraoperative freezing can more accurately determine whether the

resection area is adequate. After statistical analysis of the clinical

indicators, it was found that patients who underwent radical or

extensive resection and postoperative local radiotherapy had a more

prolonged survival. A tracheotomy may be performed first for

patients with severe clinical symptoms and respiratory distress

due to tracheal tumor compression. However, some scholars say

that surgical resection should be limited to cases where complete

surgical resection is possible (52).

If the outcome of surgical treatment is still not promising, if

complete resection is difficult, or if peripheral tissue invasion occurs,

postoperative radiotherapy should be used to improve the local control

rate (64). Although it is generally believed that squamous thyroid

carcinoma is not sensitive to radiotherapy (48), a growing body of

literature affirms the role of postoperative radiotherapy. Inoperable

patients may also benefit from radiotherapy. One patient who was not

suitable for surgery, because the tumor encircled the left common

carotid artery was treated with cisplatin-based concurrent radiotherapy

and completed 47 days of treatment on schedule with significant

results: the first CT scan at three months showed a considerable

reduction of the mass (from 7 cm to 3.1 cm) and completed two

years of disease-free survival (52).

Since squamous cell thyroid cancer itself is not sensitive to

chemotherapy, most studies have shown that chemotherapy is not

effective in squamous cell thyroid cancer. However, some scholars have

proposed adjuvant chemotherapy (65). Adriamycin, bleomycin,

cisplatin, 5-Fu, nitrogen mustard, vincristine, AB-132, adriamycin, or

cyclophosphamide have been found to have little effect on this disease

and have not shown a significant survival advantage (66–68).

Targeted therapies can be designed based on tumor genomics. For

example, dabrafenib (BRAF inhibitor) and trametinib (MEK inhibitor)

can be used in BRAFv600e-positive cases (69, 70), and laratinib can be

used in NTRK- positive patients (15). Pembrolizumab is a highly

selective monoclonal antibody, IgG4, against the cell surface

programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1) receptor (3). One study

(71) reported a case of a patient with locally aggressive worsening of

pulmonary metastases who had a progressive reduction in the size of

the pulmonary metastases, but not the thyroid mass, during treatment

with pembrolizumab.
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Lenvatinib is a multi-receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor that

selectively inhibits multiple angiogenic and oncogenic signaling

pathways. Recently, lenvatinib has been approved for treating

radioiodine-refractory differentiated thyroid cancer in the United

States and the European Union, and Japan for treating unresectable

thyroid cancer, including interstitial thyroid cancer (ATC). Some

studies have indicated its advantage in potentially prolonging

survival (72). Still, it is essential to note that Lenvatinib has a risk

of causing adverse bleeding events, especially in cases where the

tumor is adjacent to important blood vessels (73). One study used

Anlotinib + scintilla for PSCCT, and combining the two drugs

reduced tumor volume rapidly (maximum diameter from 11.17 cm

to 8.52 cm) (74). EGFR is a transmembrane tyrosine kinase

receptor, which is overexpressed in PSCCT. Therefore, drugs

targeting EGFR positivity are also a potential treatment modality

for PSCCT patients (75).

The prognosis of patients is not affected by the use of thyroxine

tablets after surgery. Oral supplementation with exogenous

thyroxine suppresses thyroid cancer cells by feedback inhibition

of thyrotropin (TSH) secretion from the pituitary gland. Since

squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid does not possess

intracellular TSH receptors, TSH suppression therapy has little

effect on this cancer type’s clinical course (76).
7 Future perspectives and conclusions

Compared with other differentiated thyroid cancers, squamous

cell carcinoma of the thyroid is less prevalent. Still, it is more

malignant, aggressive and progresses rapidly, and the prognosis is

often poor. Patients die primarily due to local disease progression

and respiratory damage, such as tumor invasion into the larynx

leading to fatal respiratory obstruction (67), distant metastasis, or

treatment complications (77).

One study analyzing the survival of 294 patients with primary

squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid found that the six-month

survival rate was 55.5%, the one-year survival rate was 32.9%, the

three-year survival rate was 9.9%, and the five-year survival rate was

6.4%, with a median survival of seven months. PSCCT is more

aggressive than SSCCT. Primary squamous cell carcinoma of the

thyroid tends to metastasize to the cervical lymph nodes and

distantly to the lung, mediastinal lymph nodes, and liver (78).

The median survival of PSCCT was 7.7 months.

Secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid depends

mainly on the primary site. The clinical survival of patients with

secondary thyroid tumors is short. Failure to diagnose and treat

early is the main reason for the poor prognosis of these patients.

Often, there is a multi-year latency period between the diagnosis of

the primary tumor and the appearance of the secondary thyroid

tumor. In a cohort of patients gathered by the Mayo Clinic, thyroid

metastases were detected in 11 individuals more than a decade or

two following the primary tumor (79). Therefore, a new thyroid

mass in any patient with a known history of tumors should alert the

patient to the potential risk of metastasis. Early diagnosis and

treatment of secondary thyroid tumors may help prolong survival

in some patients. Table 1 lists the relationship between treatment
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TABLE 1 SCCT treatment and survival (performed and reported in limited studies in literature).

Reference
research

methodology
number
of cases

Age/
Range

Gender Tumor Treatment
Follow-up
time (mth)

Cause of
death/

survival rate

zhou (80) Retrospective Study 4 28-71 F (4)

PSCCT (3)
S (1)
S/R (1)
S/R/C (1)

4
13
26

Dyspnea
Dyspnea
Alive

PSCCT
+PTC (1)

S/R (1) 6 Dyspnea

zhao (9) Case Report

1 63 F PSCCT S 7 Alive

1 69 M
SSCCT From
the esophagus

S 4 Alive

Yasumatsu (72) Retrospective Study 10 53-77
M (3)
F (7)

PSCCT (8)
PSCCT
+PTC (2)

S/R/C (7)
S/R (2)
S (1)

Median
survival: 8

1 year survival rate:
22.7%

2-year survival
rate: 0%

Thewjitcharoen
(16)

Case Report 1 79 F PSCCT +PTC S/I/R 18 Alive/Neck metastasis

Shrestha (28) Case Report 1 75 F PSCCT S/R 31 Dyspnea

Sapalidis (36) Case Report 1 65 F PSCCT S/R/C 5
Tumor

infiltration; Dyspnea

SANCHEZ-
SOSA (61)

Case Report 1 13 F PSCCT+ PTC S 2 Alive

Tunio (31) Case Report 1 54 F PSCCT R 3 Dyspnea

Ibrahim (78) Case Report 1 74 F PSCCT S/R/C 1
Other

causes (infection)

Mercante (18) Case Report 1 67 M PSCCT+ FPTC S/I/C 24 Alive

Bonetti (75) Case Report

1 66 F PSCCT S/C 12 Death

1 83 F PSCCT S/C 4
Other causes

(Cardiovascular
diseases)

Liu (74) Case Report 1 80 M PSCCT S/C 5
Other causes
(Explosive
liver failure)

Lam (1) Retrospective Study 117
13-89
average

61

F (83)
M (34)

PSCCT –
Median

survival: 8

88 cases died of the
disease (109 cases)
2-year survival

rate: 0%

Ko (60) Case Report 1 87 M PSCCT S/R 11 Death

Kallel (19) Case Report 1 54 F PSCCT+PTC S/I/R 24 Alive

Lam (8) Case Report 3 56-82 F PSCCT S
Median

survival: 3
Dyspnea

Jang (47) Case Report 1 70 F PSCCT S 3
Alive/

Cervical metastasis

Iwamoto (81) Case Report 1 64 M PSCCT S/R/C 12 Alive

Iwaki (73) Case Report 1 59 F PSCCT C 24 Alive

Hsieh (71) Case Report 1 68 M PSCCT R/C 15 Death

Dong (76) Case Report 1 62 F PSCCT+PTC S/I/R 20 Alive

Rosario (62) Case Report 1 76 M PSCCT R/C 24 Alive
F
rontiers in Endocr
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F, female; M, male; PSCC, primary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid; SSCCT, secondary squamous cell carcinoma of the thyroid; PTC, papillary thyroid cancer; mth, months; S, surgery; R,
radiotherapy; C, chemotherapy; I, Iodine-131 therapy.
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modalities and survival time (in months) of SCCT patients reported

in some literature.
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